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Abstract— In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), the provision of quality of service (QoS) guarantees is much more
challenging than in wire line networks, mainly due to node mobility, multi hop communications, contention for channel
access, and a lack of central coordination. The difficulties in the provision of such guarantees have limited the usefulness
of MANETs. In the last decade, much research attention has focused on providing QoS assurances in MANET protocols.
In this paper we have analysed different types of routing protocols and QoS metrics in MANETS. Secure AODV
(SAODV) routing protocol modify the effect of AODV routing protocol. In SAODV is preferred to achieve best result in
terms of end-to-end delay, energy packet delivery ratio and throughput.
Keywords— MANETS, Qos, unicast rouing protocols, multicast Routing protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication technology have been developed with two primary models one is fix infrastructure based model
in which much of the nodes are mobile and connected through fixed backbone nodes using wireless medium. Another
model is Mobile Ad-hoc network .Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) are comprised of mobile nodes (MNs) that are
self-organizing and cooperative to ensure efficient and accurate packet routing between nodes (and, potentially, base
stations). There are no specific routers, servers, access points for MANETs. Because of its fast and easy of deployment,
robustness, and low cost, Typical MANETs applications could be find in the following areas like Military applications
(i.e. a temporary network in the battlefield), Search and rescue operations, Temporary networks within meeting rooms,
airports, Vehicle-to-vehicle communication in smart transportation, Personal Area Networks connecting mobile devices
like mobile phones, laptops, smart watches, and other wearable computers etc. Design issue for developing a routing
protocol for wireless environment with mobility is very different and more complex than those for wired network with
static nodes [1]. Main problem in mobile ad-hoc network are limited bandwidth and frequent changes in the topology.
II.
ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN MANETS
Routing protocols In [3], QoS routing protocols are classified chiefly by their: First one is uni-cast Routing Protocol,
second one is multicast Routing Protocol. Different routing protocols try to solve the problem of routing in mobile ad hoc
network in one way or the other. Unicast routing protocols and the multicast routing protocol are divided into proactive,
reactive and hybrid routing protocol. Figure 1 gives a classification on routing protocol is based on uni-cast and multicast
routing protocol.
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Fig 1: Classification of routing protocols for MANET
The Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) protocol [15] is a reactive unicast routing protocol for mobile
ad hoc networks. As a reactive routing protocol, AODV only needs to maintain the routing information about the active
paths. In AODV, routing information is maintained in routing tables at nodes. Every mobile node keeps a next-hop
routing table, which contains the destinations to which it currently has a route. A routing table entry expires if it has not
been used or reactivated for a pre-specified expiration time. Moreover, AODV adopts the destination sequence number
technique used by DSDV in an on-demand way.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

Reputation Management
Modified AODV is a Secure ad-hoc on demand vector routing (SAODV), is a protected routing protocol based on trust
model for Mobile ad-hoc network. SAODV has several features as nodes perform trusted routing behaviors, mainly
according to the trust dependency among them.
AODV routing protocol is implemented along with the trust function. The communication between the nodes in the
mobile ad-hoc network depends on the cooperation and the trust level with its neighbors. Based on the security with a
neighbor, an appropriate value of the node can classified as:
1. Unreliable: The Unreliable is the non-trusted node. Unreliable node is a node with minimum trust level. Originally,
when any node joins, in the networks the trust relationships with its neighbors are low then that nodes are treated as
Unreliable.
2. Reliable: These are the nodes, which have the trust level between the Most Reliable and Unreliable. A node is
considered as Reliable only if it has received some packets from its neighboring node.
3. Most Reliable: Most Reliable are the most trusted nodes with highest trust level. Here the higher trust level means
neighbors had received or send many packets successfully through this particular node. At the route discovery phase of
the Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing protocol, the trust value is calculated for all the neighbors of any node.
The following flow of steps is the detailed description of the SAODV algorithm.
Step 1: Nodes are connected with each other for relaying messages in mobile ad-hoc network. Every node is initialized
with Trust index=0.7.
Step 2: Source node transmits the route request packet to its neighbor nodes for relaying messages to the destination.
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Step 3: Neighbor node first checks the route in its cache memory, if it exists, then it sends a route reply to the source
node.
Otherwise, intermediate nodes send same route request to its neighbors and further to other intermediate nodes until the
destination is found.
Step 4: When a route reply message is received from the neighbor nodes. Source node first checks sequence number and
trust index of replying nodes, and select the highest reputed node for relaying messages.
Step 5: Source node transfers the message through the
selected neighbor nodes.
Step 6: If a message is delivered correctly then the trust value of the neighbor is increased If not delivered then the trust
value is decreased.
Step 7: All the nodes having trust index less than 0.7 are termed as black hole nodes and these nodes are black listed.
Table: Basis for deciding Trustworthiness of the Node
Most Reliable Unreliable
Reliable Action
≥0.7

<0.7
>0.7

Request and
check again
Disbelief the
node
Trusted node

A. Packet Delivery Ratio
It is the ratio of actual packets delivered to total packets sent.

Figure 1 Packet Delivery Ratio
B. End to End delay
This is the average delay between the sending of the data packet by the source and its receipt at the corresponding
receiver. This includes all the delays caused during route acquisition, buffering and processing at intermediate nodes.

Figure 2 End to End Delay
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C. Residual Energy
It is the total amount of remaining energy by the nodes after the completion of Communication or simulation. If a node is
having 100% energy initially and having 70% energy after the simulation than the energy consumption by that node is
30%.The unit of it will be in Joules.

Figure 3 Energyy
D. Throughput
Throughput is the rate of successful message delivery over a communication
in kilobits (kilobit/s or kbps).

channel.

It

is

usually

measured

Figure 4 Generated Throughput

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, much research attention has focused on providing QoS assurances in MANET protocols. In this paper we
have analyses different types of routing protocols and QoS metrics in MANETS. Secure AODV (SAODV) routing
protocol modiffy the effect of AODV routing protocol. In SAODV is preferred to achieve best result in terms of end-toend delay, energy packet delivery ratio and throughput.
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